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Abstract. Neuromuscular diseases, which encompass disorders that affect muscle and its innervation, are highly heritable.
Genetic diagnosis now frequently pinpoints the primary mutation responsible for a given neuromuscular disease. However, the
results from genetic testing indicate that neuromuscular disease phenotypes may vary widely, even in individuals with the same
primary disease-causing mutation. Clinical variability arises from both genetic and environmental factors. Genetic modifiers can
now be identified using candidate gene as well as genomic approaches. The presence of genetic modifiers for neuromuscular
disease helps define the clinical outcome and also highlights pathways of potential therapeutic utility. Herein, we will focus on
single gene neuromuscular disorders, including muscular dystrophy, spinal muscular atrophy, and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis,
and the methods that have been used to identify modifier genes. Animal models have been an invaluable resource for modifier
gene discovery and subsequent mechanistic studies. Some modifiers, identified using animal models, have successfully translated
to the human counterpart. Furthermore, in a few instances, modifier gene discovery has repetitively uncovered the same pathway,
such as TGF␤ signaling in muscular dystrophy, further emphasizing the relevance of that pathway. Knowledge of genetic factors
that influence disease can have direct clinical applications for prognosis and predicted outcome.
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INTRODUCTION
Genetic interactions were long hypothesized to be
relevant for neuromuscular diseases (NMDs). With
improvement in sequencing technology, the primary
genetic mutation responsible for many monogenetic
NMDs, especially the muscular dystrophies, is commonly determined. With knowledge of the primary
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gene defect, it is now apparent that the range of
clinical presentation associated with mutation in a single gene is often broader than previously anticipated.
Correspondingly, research efforts are now directed at
unearthing genes that modify the effect of a primary
disease causing mutation. Most monogenic diseases
have phenotypes that vary widely, even in individuals
with the same disease-causing mutation. This indicates
the presence of additional factors, such as modifier
genes, that alter disease outcome. Below we will discuss the current approaches used to discover modifier
genes, different types of modifier genes that have been
identified for NMDs, and the importance of modifier
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genes in revealing pathways involved in NMD pathogenesis.
Modiﬁer genes
A modifier gene is a genetic locus that enhances or
suppresses the outcome of the primary disease causing
mutation. Modifier genes may affect different aspects
of disease, such as age at onset, severity of disease,
or duration of disease, and may act on some disease
parameters but not others. For example, a modifier may
regulate disease onset, but have no effect on disease
duration. Genetic modifiers may act only on a specific subtype of NMD, while others may act on many
NMDs. For example, the EPHA4 and SMN2 genes are
modifiers of both amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS)
and spinal muscular atrophy (SMA) [1–4]. PGC1␣ has
been found to modify ALS, Huntington’s disease and
Parkinson’s disease [5, 6]. These findings emphasize
the importance of collating findings across different
NMDs, since pathways that modify more than one
type of disease become excellent targets for therapy
development.
Neuromuscular diseases and the signiﬁcance of
genetic modiﬁers
Inherited NMDs affect an estimated 1:3000 people
worldwide, causing muscle weakness, chronic disability and even premature death [7]. NMDs create a
significant financial burden, both on patients and families and the healthcare system; the total US cost of
NMDs is estimated to be over $1 billion per year [8].
NMDs encompass the muscular dystrophies, motor
neuron diseases, neuromuscular junction diseases, and
others. Despite a good understanding of the primary
genetic basis of many NMDs, there are few, if any, curative therapies. Considerable progress is being made
in the areas of gene correction/restoration, cell based
therapies, and supportive care, so that quality and quantity of life is improving with NMD. Despite progress,
new approaches are needed, and determining the pathways that can alter the course of disease may reveal
biological pathways useful for prognosis and therapy
development.
Uncovering modifier genes can also have direct clinical application. For example, genetic markers that
indicate an increased potential for cardiorespiratory
complications can be used to institute earlier supportive therapy. Awareness of modifier genes can also be
helpful when designing clinical trials. Clinical trials
in rare diseases are complicated by having to recruit

sufficient numbers of subjects. Identifying those subjects who are outliers can help stratify findings with
strong scientific rationale. The ability to design a study
equipped with the knowledge of disease modifying factors would make a clinical trial more efficient; one
could stratify patients based on genotype at a modifier locus or use modifier loci as covariates in the
analysis [9]. Reducing phenotypic variation permits
smaller sample sizes that are more cost-effective, and
also encourages the study of rare diseases where large
sample sizes are often infeasible.

APPROACHES FOR DISCOVERING
MODIFIER GENES
The two major approaches for identifying genetic
modifiers rely on examining candidate genes, based on
biological knowledge of a gene or pathway, or unbiased approaches, which rely on genomewide scans or
gene profiling. Most often, the search for modifiers
relies on a blend of these methods. Candidate gene
approaches can be augmented by gene expression profiling or other means, which can link a pathway to a
given disease process. Limiting the number of genes to
be tested avoids the burden of multiple testing, and the
candidate gene approach has been successful in identifying many modifier genes including chondrolectin for
SMA, CNTF for ALS, and osteopontin for Duchenne
Muscular Dystrophy (DMD) [10–12].
Genomewide approaches to identify modifiers may
employ quantitative trait locus (QTL) mapping or
genomewide association studies (GWAS) to find statistical associations between genetic determinants across
the genome and quantitative phenotypes, such as measurements of disease severity. GWAS necessitates a
large sample size for sufficient power, and choosing the
correct phenotypes for study requires a sound understanding of the disease process, the targeted cell or
tissue type, as well as reproducible and reliable measures. There are some disadvantages to GWAS, such as
the large sample size required and the high burden of
multiple testing. Furthermore, ascribing the modifier
effect to a gene within a GWAS locus is often biased
toward genes that are already known to have a biological role related to the underlying disease. Genomewide
approaches also entail whole exome, genome, transcriptome, and methylome analyses. These approaches
have less bias, and thus the capacity to reveal surprising
new pathways. For example, PLS3, a modifier of SMA
in worms, flies, zebrafish, mice, and humans, was originally discovered by a transcriptome-wide differential
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expression analysis on a few individuals with highly
discordant phenotypes [13–15].
Mapping modifiers in human NMD populations can
be achieved using cohorts of related or unrelated individuals. The mapping cohort can be a large group of
unrelated individuals who carry a primary mutation in
the same gene. In this case, the primary gene mutations are likely to vary and analysis needs to account
for heterogeneity that arises from having different primary gene mutations. An alternative approach relies on
disease segregation in large families, where the genetic
background may be less diverse and, importantly, individuals share the same primary gene mutation. For
example, this technique was utilized in a study of
the largest known Emery-Dreifuss muscular dystrophy
(EDMD) family, consisting of 59 family members segregating an autosomal dominant form of EDMD due
to a mutation in LMNA [16]. A strong linkage signal
on chromosome 2 was associated with earlier disease
onset, and this region includes the DES gene encoding
desmin, an intermediate filament protein like LMNA
[16].
Modifier gene discovery thus far mainly focused
on identifying variants that affect the expression or
sequence of genes that encode proteins. However noncoding RNAs, such as micro RNAs (miRNAs) and
small nucleolar RNAs (snoRNAs), have been shown
to play a role in human disease and are poised to act
as modifiers as well [17]. miRNAs have been shown
to play an important role in skeletal muscle homeostasis and function [18], and identifying variants that
affect binding of these miRNAs could lead to novel
therapeutic options for NMDs.
Animal models for mapping genetic modiﬁers
Animal models of NMD offer some advantages
for QTL mapping. Using animal models for mapping
reduces variability arising from nongenetic causes,
especially those that derive from environmental differences. Since the environment can be better controlled
for in animal models, as opposed to humans, the
degree of phenotypic variability attributed to diet or
other factors can be minimized. Additionally, population size is less problematic since sufficiently large
mapping cohorts can be more easily developed using
animal models. Like GWAS, the success or failure
of QTL mapping is highly dependent on using reliable and representative measures of disease severity.
The major disadvantage of using animal models is
the modifier pathway may not translate to the human
condition.
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Genomewide RNAi screening has also been used
to identify modifier genes of NMDs. For example,
Dimitriadi et al. used a high-throughput RNAi screen
for modifiers of SMA in C. elegans [14]. From this
approach, four genes were identified that exacerbated
SMN loss-of-function defects. Using functional conservation as a secondary screen, two of these four genes
exerted a similar effect in a Drosophila model [14].
Conversely, an RNAi screen in C. elegans was used
to evaluate 40 previously identified candidate modifier genes from a Drosophila SMA model [13]. This
screen identified 12 genes that modified SMA models in a cross-species manner. This approach was also
used to validate PLS3, initially identified as a modifier
of human SMA, as a modifier of SMA in worms and
flies.
For the muscular dystrophies, a genetic interaction
screen in Drosophila was used to identify components
that interact with the dystrogylcan-dystrophin complex
[19]. Like model organisms, cell-based approaches
can also be used to map modifiers. For example, Li
et al. relied on a high throughput cell based screening approach used to identify modifiers of SMA [20].
An inducible model, where Smn was knocked down,
produced a cell growth phenotype, which was ameliorated by both genetic and pharmacological factors.
With increasing development of cell models for disease through IPSCs, this approach is likely to grow in
the coming years.

MODIFIERS OF MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY
Osteopontin. Osteopontin, or secreted phosphoprotein 1 (SPP1) was identified as a modifier of DMD
based on transcriptomic profiling [12]. SPP1 is upregulated in dystrophin deficient DMD patients and the
mdx mouse model [21, 22]. SPP1 was found to be
downregulated approximately 3 fold in mild patients
versus severe DMD, indicating that downregulation
of SPP1 may be protective in disease [12]. A single
nucleotide variant referred to as −66T>G (and also
known as rs28357094) in the promoter of SPP1 correlated with disease severity in two cohorts of human
DMD patients. Disease severity was measured by age
at loss of ambulation in the test cohort, and then
verified in a validation cohort using grip strength as
the measure. The rare G allele of SNP rs28357094
was associated with more severe disease [12]. The
G allele has previously been shown to decrease promoter strength in luciferase gene reporter assays [23],
which would seemingly contradict downregulation of
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Fig. 1. The TGF␤ pathway in muscular dystrophy. SPP1, encoding osteopontin (OPN), and TGF␤ are co-regulated. A) When myofibers are
injured, osteopontin and TGF␤ signaling pathways are activated, leading to ECM accumulation and fibrosis of the muscle. B) TGF␤ activates
the SPP1 promoter through SMAD signaling. A SNP in the SPP1 promoter is associated with a more severe form of DMD. A SNP in TGFBR2
results in increased SPP1 expression. The “VTTT” allele of LTBP4 leads to increased TGF␤ signaling and is associated with a more severe
form of DMD. Treatment of myoblasts with TGF␤ results in increased osteopontin expression. The mdx mouse deficient for SPP1/osteopontin
has reduced TGF␤ signaling and reduced fibrosis.

SPP1 being protective. However, the SPP1 “G” allele
may influence expression in a cell-type specific manner
and/or be under the influence of steroids or hormones
to account for its effect. Another study found no
association between the same G allele in the SPP1
promoter and SPP1 mRNA or protein expression in
DMD patients, although the sample size was small
[24]. One possibility for these conflicting studies is
complex transcriptional regulation at this locus. The
SPP1 gene is known to be regulated by sex hormones, which may also influence disease [25]. It is
also possible that another variant in the region of
rs28357094 mediates the DMD disease modifying
effect, as this region has strong linkage disequilibrium. Pegoraro et al. also identified two other genes,
ACTN3 and CELSR2, as modifiers of DMD. However
when corrected for multiple testing, these genes were
not significantly associated with disease severity in the
replication cohort [12].
Genetic variation in SPP1 has been implicated in
a wide-variety of other diseases, including asthma,
type 1 diabetes, rheumatoid arthritis, lupus, pseudoxanthoma elasticum (PXE), and multiple sclerosis (MS)
[26–31]. SPP1 is a phosphorylated acidic glycoprotein
with multiple functions, including bone-remodeling,
cell-mediated immunity, and wound healing. In skeletal muscle, myoblasts are an important source of

osteopontin when tissue integrity is compromised [32].
Osteopontin is expressed at low levels in normal mouse
muscle, but is highly upregulated following damage and is associated with areas of regeneration in
mdx mice [32, 33]. These data implicate osteopontin as an important modulator of matrix remodeling
post-injury. Transforming growth factor ␤ (TGF␤)
is also critical to tissue injury and remodeling, and
the SPP1/osteopontin and TGF␤ pathways intersect.
TGF␤ binds and activates the SPP1 promoter [34].
Treatment of myoblast cultures with TGF␤1 results in
increased osteopontin expression [32]. mdx mice deficient in SPP1 show a decrease in TGF␤1, which results
in decreased fibrosis and increased muscle strength
[21]. These results support a model where osteopontin
expression leads to TGF␤ activation and a feed forward
mechanism where TGF␤ also promotes osteopontin
expression (Fig. 1). Interestingly, a SNP in TGFBR2,
encoding the TGF␤ receptor II protein, acts as a predictor of SPP1 mRNA levels in DMD, further establishing
the interdependence of SPP1 and TGF␤ [24]. There
is evidence that SPP1 acts in a sex-specific manner,
which should be kept in mind when designing studies
involving both males and females. In healthy controls,
the −66T>G variant of SPP1 is strongly associated
with increased muscle volume in females, with individuals carrying the G allele showing 14–17% larger
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muscles [33]. In mice, Opn-null females had smaller
muscles for five out of seven muscle groups examined, whereas males only displayed smaller muscle
size for two of the muscle groups [33]. Genetic association studies of SPP1 in other diseases have also shown
sex-specific effects [30, 35]. The SPP1 promoter is
estrogen responsive [25], which may explain some of
these sex-specific effects.
Latent TGFβ binding protein 4 (LTBP4). Ltbp4 was
originally found in a genomewide screen for modifiers
of muscular dystrophy using a mouse model of limb
girdle muscular dystrophy (LGMD) [36]. Mice lacking the dystrophin associated protein ␥-sarcoglycan
(Sgcg) share a similar disease course as mdx mice.
Sgcg mice in the DBA 2J strain have a more severe
form of muscular dystrophy than Sgcg mice from the
129SV/J strain or C57Bl6/J backgrounds [37]. Interbreeding these two strains produces a more diverse
phenotypic range, which is quantified by measuring
Evans Blue dye within muscle. Evans blue dye gains
entry into myofibers when the sarcolemma has been
disrupted, as occurs more easily with dystrophin or
sarcoglycan mutations [38]. Hydroxyproline content
was also used a quantitative measure of fibrosis since
this modified amino acid is found in collagen. Mice
with a short in-frame deletion altering a proline rich
hinge region of LTBP4 protein have increased membrane leak and fibrosis compared to mice carrying an
insertion at this locus [36].
To test whether LTBP4 modifies human muscular
dystrophy, Flanigan et al. genotyped nsSNPs in LTBP4
in DMD patients and correlated the genotypes at these
SNPs with age at ambulatory loss [39]. The four
nsSNPs in the human LTBP4 gene are distributed along
the length of the protein, although one falls near the
region implicated in binding TGF␤. Furthermore, the
four nsSNPs are in linkage disequilibrium forming
the “VTTT” or “IAAM” haplotypes, so named for the
amino acid missense changes. DMD patients homozygous for the IAAM haplotype ambulated significantly
longer than patients carrying LTBP4 SNPs constituting the VTTT haplotype [39]. The protective IAAM
allele along with a history of steroid treatment had the
largest advantage, having walked until age 12.5 ± 3.3
years. In comparison, ambulatory loss occurred at age
10.7 ± 2.1 years for those with the VTTT allele and
steroid use. LTBP4 is an extracellular matrix protein
that binds and sequesters TGF␤ in the extracellular
matrix and regulates its availability to the TGF␤ receptor. Fibroblasts from humans carrying the risk allele
of LTPB4 (VTTT) have increased TGF␤ signaling
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compared to individuals carrying the protective allele
(IAAM) [39].
TGF␤ expression is increased in human DMD
muscle and in the mdx mouse [40, 41]. Increased
TGF␤ expression is associated with excessive matrix
accumulation in a wide-variety of diseases, such as
liver cirrhosis and cardiac fibrosis [42]. LTBP4 SNPs
from the VTTT haplotype, or SNPs in linkage disequilibrium with these, have been associated with
deleterious phenotypes in other diseases, such as functional impairment in chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease, more aggressive tumors in colorectal cancer, and the expansion of abdominal aortic aneurysm
[43–45]. The fact that both LTBP4 and SPP1 modify
multiple diseases suggests that these genes have broad
effects and may modify other NMDs.
Replication of genetic modifiers of disease in
independent cohorts can be helpful, but especially
challenging when working with rare diseases. For
example, the SPP1 SNP association in DMD was
replicated in two cohorts by Pegoraro et al. but was
not replicated in the cohort studied by Flanigan et al.
[39]. However, the absence of replication may relate to
altered population structure, small samples sizes, and
the necessity of correcting for multiple testing.
Annexin A6. Anxa6, encoding the membrane associated annexin A6 protein, was identified recently using
the same strategy that discovered Ltbp4. A similar
intercross strategy, coupled with genomewide mapping, was applied to the Sgcg mouse model of LGMD
[46]. QTL mapping revealed a locus on chromosome
11 that was associated with two traits, membrane damage in muscle and increased heart mass in mice with
muscular dystrophy. Further assessment of the chromosome 11 locus, using RNA sequencing and whole
genome analysis of the DBA 2J versus 129SV/J strains
of mice, pointed to Anxa6 as a modifier of muscular
dystrophy. Annexin A6 is a phospholipid binding protein and is the most abundant annexin in the heart [47].
Annexins have been implicated in a number of cellular processes including membrane repair. Annexin A1
and A2 interact with dysferlin, a protein responsible
for LGMD 2B, another subtype of recessive muscular dystrophy [48]. Overexpression of annexin A1
and annexin A2 is associated with increased disease
severity in dysferlinopathies [49]. Annexin A2 and A6
act as scaffolding proteins and become part of lipid
rafts within plasma membranes in both smooth muscle and skeletal muscle [50, 51]. In an injury model
in zebrafish, annexin A6 localized rapidly to the site
of sarcolemmal disruption [52]. Using high resolution
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Table 1
Cross-species modifiers of Spinal Muscular Atrophy

Human
Gene

Ce
gene

Dm
Gene

Modifies
Ce SMA

Modifies
Dm SMA

Modifies
Human SMA

PLS3

plst-1

Fim

x

x

x

NCBP2L

ncbp-2

Cbp20

x

x

NPVF

ﬂp-4

Fmrf

x

x

USO1

uso-1

p115

x

x

PPARG

nhr-85

Eip75B

x

x

FGFR3

egl-15

Btl

x

x

ATF6
PPP1R13
NEK2
ACTN
STRN
DYNLL2

atf-6
ape-1
nekl-3
atn-1
cash-1
dlc-1

CG3136
CG18375
Nek2
actinin
CKA
ctp

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

RNF149
BMPR2
RXRA

kcnl-2
daf-4
nhr-25

SK
Wit
Usp

x
x
x

x
x
x

Function
Formation and stabilization of F-actin
bundles
Nuclear export of mRNA, U snRNA
transport, nonsense mediated decay,
miRNA maturation
Activation of neuropeptide gated chloride
channels and G-protein coupled receptors
Vesicle tethering during trans-Golgi
transport
Nuclear hormone receptor, regulation of
circadian rhythms
FGF signaling, NMJ function and
development
Unfolded protein stress response
Prevention of inappropriate apoptosis
Mitotic regulation
Actin-bundling
Calveolin and calmodulin-binding
Intracellular trafficking, regulation of
dynamin, F-actin assembly, transport of
TGF␤
Potassium channel subunit
TGF␤ receptor subunit, cell specification
Ecdysone regulated molting, activation of
Smad2 in muscles

SMA: Spinal muscular atrophy. Dm: Drosophila melanogaster. Ce: Caenorhabditis elegans.

stimulated emission depletion microscopy studies in
mammalian muscle, annexin A6 was shown to form a
discreet protective cap over the site of muscle disruption [46].
Genetic variation in Anxa6 from the DBA 2J strain
focused on two SNPs in exons 11 and 15 that produced low-level amounts of an Anxa6 splice variant.
This splice variant encodes a truncated annexin A6
protein, which interfered with the normal translocation
of annexin A6 to the site of sarcolemmal disruption
[46]. Truncated annexin A6 protein acted in a dominant negative manner and was associated with a more
severe form of muscular dystrophy. It remains to be
seen if ANXA6 modifies human muscular dystrophy,
but the identification of this pathway highlights other
genes and proteins that may alter muscle membrane
repair. Moreover, whether Anxa6 modifies other mouse
models of muscular dystrophy has not yet been shown.

MODIFIERS OF SMA
SMA is a progressive degenerative disorder affecting both lower and upper motor neurons. Loss and
damage of motor neurons cause muscle weakness,
atrophy, and eventual paralysis in SMA patients.

Ninety-five percent of SMA cases are caused by
homozygous deletion of the SMN1 gene, while the
remaining 5% of cases are caused by missense mutations, splice site mutations, or small deletions in SMN1
[53–58]. The phenotype of SMA is variable in both
severity and age of onset, which can happen as early as
before birth to as late as adulthood. Clinically, patients
are classified into subgroups: SMA type I (severe), type
II (intermediate), type III (mild) and type IV (adultonset) [59–61]. A summary of SMA modifiers is shown
in Table 1.
SMN2. The wide-range of clinical presentation associated with SMA and the genetic homogeneity
underlying the primary genetic defect in SMA strongly
supports the presence of genetic modifiers. SMN2 is a
gene highly homologous to SMN1, arisen from gene
duplication events of the SMN1 gene. Several independent studies have found SMN2 copy number to be
a strong predictor of SMA severity [62–66]. The single C>T transition in SMN2 exon 7 results in exclusion
of this exon in ∼85% of SMN2 transcripts [67]. The
SMN2 transcripts missing exon 7 produce a less stable protein [67] with reduced oligomerization capacity
[68]. SMN2 deletion on its own has no phenotype in
humans, and 5–14% of normal individuals, with at least
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two copies of SMN1, carry zero copies of SMN2 [54,
62]. In patients with SMA however, SMN2 copy number is inversely correlated with disease severity; SMA
patients with one or two copies of SMN2 have a more
severe form of disease than patients carrying 3 or 4
copies of SMN2 [62]. This inverse dose response was
affirmed in a mouse model of SMA, where a human
SMN2 transgene at high copy number rescued the
motor neuron deficit of these mice [69]. Several small
molecules have been shown to increase SMN2 expression and ameliorate disease phenotypes in mouse models, patient cells lines, and human pilot studies [70–75].
PLS3. Comparison of whole transcriptomes of lymphoblastoid cell lines from affected versus unaffected
siblings with the same SMN1/2 status identified PLS3
as a protective modifier of SMA [15]. PLS3 encodes
Plastin 3, also known as T-Plastin, a protein involved
in the formation and stabilization of actin bundles
[76]. PLS3 is a sex-specific modifier; unaffected SMNdeleted females expressed higher levels of PLS3 in
blood, whereas males overexpressing PLS3 are not
protected from SMA [15]. PLS3 is encoded on the
X chromosome, and PLS3 expression in blood correlates inversely with disease severity, but only in
post-pubertal female patients [77]. In a mouse model of
SMA, PLS3 overexpression delays axonal pruning and
rescues neuromuscular junction function by stabilizing F-actin dependent processes [78]. This modifying
effect was also seen in zebrafish where overexpression of PLS3 was able to rescue neuromuscular defects
in SMN deficient fish [15, 79]. The molecular basis
of PLS3 overexpression in unaffected individuals is
unknown.
ZPR1. ZPR1 encodes Zinc Finger Protein 1 and was
identified as a protective modifier of SMA in a candidate gene study investigating the expression of SMN
interacting proteins in lymphoblastoid cell lines from
SMA patients versus controls [80]. ZPR1 protein levels are elevated in lymphoblastoid cell lines from
mildly affected SMA patients and controls compared to
severely affected patients [80]. ZPR1 facilitates SMN
accumulation in nuclear bodies, and the ZPR1-SMN
interaction is disrupted in SMA patients [81]. In a
mouse model of SMA, reduction in the level of ZPR1
results in increased disease severity and decreased
lifespan [82]. In cell lines from SMA patients, overexpression of ZPR1 results in increased SMN protein
levels, without a change in SMN mRNA expression,
suggesting that ZPR1’s interaction with SMN stabilizes the SMN protein complex and prevents turnover
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[82]. As is the case with PLS3, the genetic basis of
ZPR1 overexpression is unknown.
MODIFIERS OF ALS
Similar to SMA, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis
(ALS) is marked by progressive degeneration of motor
neurons and muscle weakness. The genetic causes
of ALS are far more heterogeneous than SMA, and
only in 10% of ALS cases is there a known genetic
cause. Approximately 20% of familial ALS cases are
caused by mutation in the Cu/Zn superoxide dismutase
1 (SOD1) gene [83, 84]. Age of onset is typically later
in life, on average around 50 years, and most patients
die within 2–5 years of diagnosis. However, the clinical presentation of ALS is quite variable, both in age
of onset and disease duration.
Mouse models. In a mouse model of ALS, mice that
carry the same SOD1 mutation have considerable variation in disease severity depending on background
strain [85, 86], indicating that genetic modifiers are
playing a role. Transcriptomic analysis of mice from
two of these strains revealed multiple potential modifier genes and pathways associated with slow or fast
disease progression [87]. Candidate gene analysis has
been widely tested by cross-breeding SOD1 mutant
mice with genetically modified strains. These studies
have identified many genes that, when perturbed, result
in differences in disease onset or survival of these mice
(reviewed in [2, 88]).
SMN. SMN, the gene responsible for SMA, has also
been shown to modify ALS. A genomewide mapping
screen for modifiers of the SOD1 mouse phenotype
was conducted analyzing genetic loci for delayed onset
of disease [86]. A strong linkage signal was found on
chromosome 13, the locus containing Smn [86]. Follow up studies showed that cell lines expressing SOD1
mutant protein had less SMN protein expression than
lines transfected with WT SOD1. Both SOD1 mutant
mice and human patients with ALS have lower than
normal levels of SMN in their spinal cords [2, 3]. Additionally, SOD1 mutant mice with a genetic reduction
of SMN display a more severe ALS phenotype [3],
whereas neuronal overexpression of SMN ameliorates
the ALS phenotype [2]. Taken together, these data indicate that SMN acts as a protective modifier in ALS, just
as SMN is protective in SMA.
EPHA4. Ephrin type A receptor 4 (EPHA4) was identified as a modifier of ALS in a genetic screen in zebrafish
overexpressing mutant SOD1. A morpholino-based
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genetic screen identified 13 genes that, when reduced,
rescued the mutant phenotype. The most protective morpholino was directed against zebrafish gene
Rtk2, which is 67% identical to human EPHA4
[1]. Pharmacological inhibition of Epha4 using 2,5dimethylpyrrolyl benzoic acid had the same rescue
effect as the morpholino. EPHA4 is a receptor tyrosine kinase that interacts with ephrins—signaling
molecules that are involved in axonal repulsion and
regulation of synapse formation [89]. EPHA4 also acts
as a modifier of ALS in mice, rats, and humans. In
mice with SOD1 mutations, a 50% genetic reduction
of Epha4 increases motor performance and survival
[1]. In SOD1-mutant rats, treatment with an EPHA4blocking peptide delayed disease onset and increased
survival [1]. In humans, lower EPHA4 mRNA expression in blood from ALS patients is associated with
later disease onset and prolonged survival. However,
a genetic-association study of SNPs surrounding the
EPHA4 locus did not find any associations between
EPHA4 SNPs and ALS susceptibility, survival, or age
at onset [1]. This negative result does not exclude
EPH4A as a genetic modifier, since EPHA4 regulation
may be regulated by trans-acting factors.

[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

CONCLUSIONS
Neuromuscular disease has provided an excellent
paradigm in which to demonstrate the role of genetic
modifiers. The past decade has seen remarkable success in defining the complex genetic modifiers that
influence neuromuscular disease outcome. For many of
the modifier genes that have been identified, the precise genetic sequences that drive the modifier effect
have not fully been explained. The observation that
expression changes of many of these genes are sufficient to determine mild or severe disease is beneficial,
and reveals essential information about new pathways
involved in disease pathogenesis. Additional knowledge of the precise genetic changes that mediate
these effects could augment genetic testing, prognosis, and treatment for individuals with different genetic
makeup. As it stands now, those pathways by which
expression levels can change the course of disease
provide good drug targets.
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